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The in¯uence of interface irregularities on synchrotron radiation

MoÈ ssbauer ®ltration at an isotope interface is examined

theoretically. Calculations are performed for a random-roughness

interface model for a 56Fe/57Fe isotope interface. The analysis

shows that, despite a drop in the ef®ciency in the real structures

compared with the idealized structures, the ef®ciency of

MoÈ ssbauer ®ltration of synchrotron radiation remains high

enough to ensure a successful experiment. In particular it was

found that, as well as a regular saw-like pro®le of the external

interface, a randomly rough pro®le of the external interface may

also be used in the MoÈ ssbauer ®ltration experiment if the

roughness parameters satisfy certain demands.
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1. Introduction

Progress in the application of synchrotron radiation combined

with the MoÈ ssbauer effect has produced a new type of spectro-

scopy with a unique energy resolution, limited only by the line

energy width (of the order of 10ÿ8 eV for the most popular

MoÈ ssbauer isotope, 57Fe). First experiments in this ®eld have

resulted, for example, in a direct measurement of phonon spectra

(excitation spectra) in condensed matter, both in crystal (Seto et

al., 1995) and ¯uid phases (Zhang et al., 1995), and also in the

measurement of inelastic scattering spectra in gases (Chumakov,

Smirnov et al., 1996). These results demonstrate the great poten-

tial of the method. This paper is concerned with MoÈ ssbauer

monochromatization (®ltration) at an isotope interface. This has

been considered previously in terms of an X-ray wavelength

standard (Belyakov & Zhadenov, 1994, 1995). The in¯uence of the

imperfections (roughness) of material interfaces is examined.

Such imperfections, which inevitably exist in a real experiment,

can also be arti®cially created in samples to optimize the MoÈ ss-

bauer synchrotron radiation ®ltration.

Filtration at an isotope interface (Belyakov & Zhadenov, 1994,

1995) is one of several methods of MoÈ ssbauer synchrotron

radiation ®ltration currently under development. Other methods

use purely nuclear diffraction re¯ections (Chechin et al., 1983;

Gerdau et al., 1985), grazing-incidence anti-re¯ection ®lms (GIAR

®lms) (Hannon et al., 1979; Hannon, Hung et al., 1985a,b; Hannon,

Trammell et al., 1985a,b) and arti®cially grown periodical struc-

tures with large period values and modulated isotopic composi-

tion (Chumakov et al. 1993; Toellner et al., 1995). The general

challenge to all approaches is the necessity of eliminating the

background contribution due to non-resonant scattering of the

synchrotron radiation beam in the sample. Therefore, as a rule,

experiments are carried out with temporal ®ltration of the beams

(Belyakov, 1992). Temporal ®ltration is based on the time-delayed

technique, i.e. the ®ltered synchrotron radiation beam is regis-

tered with some time delay with respect to the synchrotron

radiation impulse. This approach allows the separation of the

slow processes of nuclear resonant scattering, which are char-

acterized by MoÈ ssbauer-level lifetimes, from the fast processes of

the initial synchrotron radiation beam scattering, which are

unconnected with the nuclear scattering. The improvement of the

methods of synchrotron radiation pre-monochromatization

(decreasing the linewidth to as low as �1±2 meV) (Chumakov,

Metge et al., 1996) may allow a future series of experiments to be

carried out without employment of the time-delay approach

(Smirnov et al., 1997). However, at present, the time-delayed

technique has to be used.

2. Dielectrical permittivity in the conditions of MoÈ ssbauer
scattering

Consider total re¯ection at a ¯at 56Fe/57Fe isotope interface. The

re¯ection in the range of the critical angles of incidence has been

calculated (Belyakov & Zhadenov, 1994, 1995) using the Fresnel

formulae (Born & Wolf, 1959; Stratton, 1941; RoÈ lsberger et al.,

1992) with allowance made for the complex refraction index in the

vicinity of MoÈ ssbauer resonance.

As is well known, the dielectrical permittivity " of a medium is

determined by

" � 1� N�2f=�;

where f is the forward-scattering amplitude, � is the wavelength

and N is the scatterer density. From the side of the 56Fe isotope,

f = fr where

fr � ÿre � ÿe2=mc2

and re is the classical radius of the electron. For isotope 57Fe, f = fr

+ fm where fm is the forward MoÈ ssbauer scattering amplitude. For

an unsplit MoÈ ssbauer line, fm has the form

fm � ÿ�p��2j0 � 1�ÿi f M�=f8��2j� 1��Eÿ Em � �iÿ=2��g;
where j and j0 are the spins of the ground and MoÈ ssbauer levels,

respectively, ÿ and ÿi are the total and radiation widths of the

MoÈ ssbauer level, respectively, Em and E are the energies of the

MoÈ ssbauer transition and synchrotron radiation quanta, respec-

tively, f M is the Lamb±MoÈ ssbauer factor and p is the MoÈ ssbauer

isotope abundance.

For the numerical calculations we use (f M)2 = 0.7. The jump of "
at the isotope interface, and consequently synchrotron radiation

re¯ection, occurs for synchrotron radiation quanta with energy

close to the MoÈ ssbauer transition energy Em . Strong re¯ection

takes place for incidence angles not larger than the critical angle

of total re¯ection 'c, determined by

cos 'c � f�1� N�2�fr � fm�=��=�1� n�2fr=��g1=2

' � �ÿN�2fm=��1=2:

It follows that for a synchrotron radiation beam incident at the

interface from the 56Fe side, the condition of total re¯ection is

valid only if the synchrotron radiation photon energy is higher

than the MoÈ ssbauer transition energy.



3. Roughness of the isotope interface

The technique for the preparation of the isotope interface utilizes

the modern methods of growing layered structures (see, for

example, Chumakov, 1993), whereby alternate evaporation of

layers with the required element (isotope) composition onto the

interface is carried out. Naturally, as this takes place, the isotope

interface cannot be absolutely smooth, but contains random

deviations from an ideal plane. Only in the most favourable case is

the deviation of the interface from the ideal plane on an atomic

scale and, in general, signi®cant boundary roughness is to be

expected. Here we analyse the in¯uence of roughness of an

isotope interface with a random pro®le (see Fig. 1) on the ef®-

ciency of synchrotron radiation MoÈ ssbauer ®ltration.

The in¯uence of the surface roughness on the X-ray scattering

(see, for example, Beckman & Spizzichino, 1963; Eastman, 1978;

Nevot & Crose, 1980; Pynn, 1992; de Boer, 1994) causes the

specular re¯ection coef®cient to be decreased compared with the

case of an ideal ¯at interface. Moreover, diffuse re¯ection takes

place.

Fig. 2 shows the calculated energy dependence of the

synchrotron radiation re¯ection coef®cient at the 56Fe/57Fe

isotope interface close to the total re¯ection region, for several

grazing angles at a root-mean-square roughness � = 1.5 nm. As

would be expected, the in¯uence of roughness on the re¯ectivity

decreases as the grazing angle decreases and is generally not very

strong in the grazing-angle range acceptable for synchrotron

radiation ®ltration. For � = 1.5 nm and a grazing angle ' = 120 the

decrease of re¯ectivity is approximately 10%.

4. Roughness of the external boundary

In the calculation of synchrotron radiation ®ltration at a structure

with a saw-like external boundary pro®le, an idealized situation

has been assumed, i.e. a rigorously regular saw-like pro®le. This

gives an angular beam separation, re¯ected at the isotope and

external boundaries (Belyakov & Zhadenov, 1994, 1995). For

optimal synchrotron radiation ®ltration the angle at the base of an

individual tooth has a range of less than 100 and the tooth height

has a range 0.01±0.05 mm (Belyakov & Zhadenov, 1994, 1995).

Evaluation of the in¯uence of relief irregularities (Belyakov &

Semenov, 1997) can be most simply estimated in a random

roughness model of the interface, with the root-mean-square

parameter � set close to the optimal tooth height. The corre-

sponding calculation shows (see Fig. 3) that a range of roughness

parameters � is found, in which the specular re¯ection coef®cient

at an external surface is very strongly suppressed (by a factor of

103) compared with the re¯ectivity at an ideal plane.

However, a totally irregular relief structure generates diffuse

scattering, which is a further non-resonant background source. In

the wavelength, grazing-angle and roughness-parameter ranges

considered, the ratio of the intensity of diffusely scattered radia-

tion to the intensity of specular re¯ection does not exceed 1%

(Sinha et al., 1988).

Fig. 4 shows calculated curves of the angular dependence of the

integral, with respect to energy, of the re¯ection coef®cient at an

Figure 1
The idealized scheme considered for the roughness structure for
synchrotron radiation MoÈ ssbauer ®ltration.

Figure 2
The energy dependence of synchrotron radiation re¯ection at an isotope
interface for several values of grazing angle ' and a roughness parameter �
= 1.5 nm.

Figure 3
The angular dependence of the synchrotron radiation specular re¯ection
coef®cient, at a rough external boundary, for different values of the
roughness parameter �.

Figure 4
The angular dependence of the integral, with respect to energy (plot 1,
105ÿ; plot 2, 102ÿ), of the re¯ection coef®cient at the isotope interface,
accounting for the reduction of beam intensity as a result of non-resonant
scattering at the external boundary and from absorption in the 56Fe layer.
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isotope interface. The numerical values correspond to the spectral

density of the incident beam, which is equal to 10ÿ2 quanta sÿ1 in

the energy interval ÿ.

When the roughness parameter is 10 nm, comparison of plots 1

and 2 in Fig. 4 shows that the bulk of the intensity of the ®ltered

synchrotron radiation, at grazing angles greater than 40, is

concentrated into the region �102ÿ close to the resonance.

The calculations performed on synchrotron radiation MoÈ ss-

bauer ®ltration at an isotope interface, with allowance made for

the irregularity of the boundaries, show that these structures

might satisfy the requirements for synchrotron radiation

®ltration.
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